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SUMMER HOLIDAY HOMEWORK  
CLASS – IV (2019-20) 

 
IMPORTANT TIPS FOR PARENTS AND STUDENTS 

 Its SUMMER TIME again. Time for strengthening family bond,      

   tying threads of family tree, sharing joys and sorrows, having a   

   good time together. Do shower your love and care on people you   

   meet and get loads of blessings in return. 
  

 As you will be visiting new places, meeting people, don’t forget to   

   note down your experiences in the form of diary entry.  
 

 Look for interesting books and read as much as you can about the     

   places and people. Also click lot of good pictures.  
 

 Take good care of your health and hygiene. Avoid heavy and oily   

   food and increase intake of fresh fruits and water to keep yourself  

   well hydrated and energetic. 
 

  Use Holiday Homework as an opportunity to spend quality time   

    together. Let your child take the lead and use his/ her imagination,   

    creativity and knowledge to do the assigned task. The role of the  

    parent is to be a facilitator and guide to steer the child in the right  

    direction. He/ She will find his own destination. Original work of  

    students will receive greater recognition and appreciation. 
  

 Follow the guidelines given by teachers to complete specific   

  activities. Only A4 size sheet to be used. Class display will reflect   

  originality and not seek perfection alone. 
 

Note: 
 

 Please remind your ward to revise English Grammar, Mathematics 

and Science syllabus of previous class and present class for Inter- 

School SAT, to be held on Friday, August 02, 2019. 
 

 WE WISH YOU TONS OF HAPPINESS, JOY AND FUN WHILE 

YOU ARE ON VACATION! 
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ENGLISH 

 

BE A POET 
 

Choose any one of the Poetry style given below and create your poem on an A4 / half 
of A4 size sheet: 
 

1) BIO POEM 
Bio is the pre fix for life.  
Your Bio Poem will be about your life. 
You will tell about yourself. 
Your poem can be as long as you want. 
It should be descriptive, colourful and lively. 
It will give you a chance to reflect about your own life. 
Your friends  and teachers will be able to know you better through your poem! 
Eg: I am a person who 
Likes 
Hates 
Can 
Cannot 
Would never 
Would rather 
Loves to 
Would like to learn how to 
Used to be afraid of 
Would be better off 
Is really good at 
Gets really angry when 
Bugs other people when 
Has the good habits of 
Has the bad habit of 
Wishes I could change the way I 
Wishes I could change the other people 
Never misses watching the TV show 
Will someday 

OR 
 
2) 'I WISH' POEM 
 

I Wish poem is about 8 to 10 lines long. 
Each sentence begins with ' I wish' and continues with wishful ideas. 
Try to bring in rhyming scheme though it is not compulsory.  
 

Eg : I wish I could Swim. 
I wish I had an older sister. 
I wish I had no homework to do. 
I wish I knew how to bake a cake. 
I wish I could fly like a bird. 
I wish there were no homeless people. 
I wish my mommy did not have to work so hard. 
I wish we could celebrate The Children's Day everyday! 
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SHORT READS 
 

‘One of the most delicious pleasures in life is Reading in complete Silence.’ 
I hope you all agree with this.  
So, what are you all waiting for ...  
Pick up a Short Reads card (any 4 of your choice) read it carefully, pick out the new 
words you come across, look up their meanings in the dictionary. 
Now, make your own pocket size dictionary, with all the new words from every card, 
carefully mentioning the title of the card on top of the page and noting down the words 
and their meanings. 
Try and use these words in your daily conversation! 
 
READING PROJECT 
 
We have got a collection of books for you to read. We have enclosed a list of books  

for your ward as well as mothers to read. When children see their mothers reading  

from a book, they will get more inspired. Try to buy atleast one book for your child and  

for yourself from the market or from the Scholastic book stall in the school.  

 

Students will read a book of their choice from the list for grade IV provided and draw  

their favourite character on an A4 size sheet. Write any 7 character traits (using  

adjectives) of your favourite character from the book. 
 

List of books for students is attached for reference. 

Books for parents: 

1.  The Adventures of the Sherlock Homes 

2.  Jane Eyre 

3.  Wuthering Heights  

4.  Secret Garden  

5.  The Best of O’Henry 

6.  The Best of Saki 

7. Once Upon a Story (Kindle edition available on Amazon) 
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fganh  

 

iz’u 1-  ifjos’k iqLrd esa ls IkkB&5 dks Ik<+dj rkfydk dks iwjk dhft,& 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                     ------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Nk= / Nk=k dk uke & 

k 
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iz’u 2- fuEufyf[kr iafDr dks vkxs c<+krs gq, 6&7 ifaDr;ksa dh Lojfpr dfork fyf[k, rFkk mldk fp=   

       cukdj mlesa jax Hkfj,& 

 

^cgqr gqvk dke & vc djks vkjke^ 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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iz’u 3- tks fo’ks”k.k ‘kCn ftl laKk ‘kCn ds fy, mi;qDr gSa] mUgsa ,d jax ls Hkjdj feyku dhft,& 
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MATHEMATICS 

 TANGRAMS 
 

A Tangram is an ancient Chinese moving piece puzzle, consisting of 7 pieces 

made using 3 basic geometric shapes. There are two large, one medium and 

two small triangles, one square and one parallelogram. 
 

Now using your creativity, make any 4 different objects/animals using the 7-

piece tangrams given in the math kit.  Click pictures of the objects/animals 

made and paste them on an A-4 size sheet. 
 

 A few examples are: 

 

              
 

 PUZZLE TIME 

 

SUMMER SUDOKU 

Solve the Sudoku puzzle by filling the  

spaces with numbers from 1 to 9.  

Make sure no number appear twice in  

the same row, column or 3×3 square. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Solve more such Sudokus. You 

may refer to newspaper or any 

other source.  
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 Make a list of 10 items bought by you from the shop during the summer 

vacations with their cost and find the total amount bill. For eg: 

 

 

Item Price of each Quantity Total amount 

Chocolates Rs. 10 2 2 × 10 =  Rs.20 

Pencils Rs. 5 5 5 × 5 =   Rs.25 

   

Total: 
 

                                                                                     

           
 

 Revise tables till 15. 
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SCIENCE 

MEDICINAL PLANTS: 

   1. Before the modern-day medicine and synthetic drugs, there were plants, and    

       ancient civilizations knew how to use them effectively to treat common   

       ailments and even life-threatening diseases. One such plant is Tulsi. Tulsi   

       leaves are used to treat cold, cough, bronchitis. 
 

   Find out about atleast 5 more medicinal plants and write their medicinal use.    
         

   You can paste the pictures of these plants. 

                                       

                                                                                                      

S. 

No. 
Name of the medicinal plant Medicinal use 

1   

   

2   

   

3   

   

4   

   

5   

   

 

2. Cut creatively any shape using A-3 size sheet of paper (e.g. Earth, star, fish,   

    leaf etc.). Draw and paint a rare species of an animal found in any Asian   

    country with special emphasis on your concern for the species. Colour the   

    base also. You can use origami, acrylic/poster colours for the same. 
 

3.  Herbal Garden 

 Buy aearthern pot, which is not very deep. 

 Arrange a mixture of compost and mud into it. 
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 Soak some coriander and mustard seeds, wheat grains and gram separately      

overnight. 

 Sow them in the pot and water them sufficiently. 

 Watch your herbal garden grow beautifully! 

 Take pictures of your garden and paste them on A4 sheets. 
 

4. Design a healthy menu for your birthday. Fold a coloured A-4 sheet, 

    draw a beautiful invitation card with a slogan about healthy food and write the 

    menu inside.      
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SOCIAL SCIENCE 
 
     1.  If A is 1, B is 2, C is 3 and so on, use the given codes to find the famous things of   

          various states. Write the names of the states they are famous in and mark them in   

           the map of India. 
 

A B C                         

1 2 3                         

 

             code              word     state 

    (a) 4   8   1   26   21       ______________________    ______________________ 

    (b) 16   8   9   18   1   14       ______________________    ______________________ 

    (c)  11   21   13   2   8   

          13   5    12    1          ______________________ ______________________ 

    (d) 3   8   1   6   3    8   1   18 

         11   21   20            _____________________      ______________________ 

    (e) 4   8   15   11   12   1          _____________________      ______________________ 

    (f) 11   15   14   11   1   14   9   ____________________       ______________________ 
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    2. Mount Everest is the tallest mountain of the world. It is the 8,848 m tall. It is located   
        in Asia on the border between Nepal and China. Can you find out the tallest peak of   
        all the continents and mark their approximate location in the given map of the   
        world. 
 
 
      Asia- _____________________________ Australia- ___________________________ 

     Africa-_____________________________ Antarctica- __________________________ 

     Europe- ___________________________ South America- ______________________ 

     North America- _____________________ 
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     3. Find out the names of any 10 rivers of India from the given word box and write in   
         the space provided. 
 
         __________________________________  _________________________________ 

         __________________________________  _________________________________ 

         __________________________________  _________________________________ 

         __________________________________  _________________________________ 

         __________________________________  _________________________________ 
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      4. Project Work 

          (a) Visit any one monument in Delhi or anywhere else in India during the holidays.     

                Collect information about it along with a few pictures. Depict it on an A4 sized   

                sheet. Make your presentation colourful, attractive and informative. 

                 You may include the following points in your presentation:  

 Name of the monument 

 Where is it located? 

 Who built it and why? 

 General history of the monument 

 Who takes care of  the monument at present 

  

      

          (b)  Design a travel brochure for any state of India using the following   

                 instructions. 
 

                A travel brochure is an informative paper document about a place (often also   

                used for advertising) that can be folded into a pamphlet or leaflet.  
 

 Take a coloured A4 Sheet and fold it in three parts as shown. 

 On the front part mention the name/geography/map of the chosen  

     state.  

 On the rest of the sides mention the tourist attractions, famous  

     food, culture etc. 

 Use colourful pictures, sketch pens, crayons etc to make your 

brochure attractive. 

 
 

 

                                                                                       

 

 

 

  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pamphlet
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Folded_leaflet
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laLd`r  

 
 
 

iz’u&1 Qyksa vkSj lfCt;ksa ds uke laL—r esa fy[kdj muesa jax Hkfj,& 
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iz’u& 2 Ik’kqvksa vkSj if{k;ksa ds uke laL—r esa fyf[k,& 

 

 

iz’u&3  ‘xk;=h ea= ’ fy[kdj cqd ekdZ cukb,A 
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CHINESE 

Given below are the sentences in English, rewrite the same in Chinese characters on 

an A4 sheet. 

(You may use different colours to write different sentences.) 

 

One example is given for your reference. 

 

1.  HELLO                你好 
 

2. Hello, you all.   

3. Are you busy? 

4.  I am very busy. 

5.  I am not busy. 

6.  How are you? 

7.  Very good. 

8.  Thanks 

 

JAPANESE 

 

Given below are the letters in English, rewrite the same in HIRAGANA characters on 

an A4 sheet. 

(You may use different colours to write different sentences.) 

 

One example is given for your reference. 
 

 

a            I              u              e                o 

あ          い           う             え              お 

Ka           ki            ku               ke                ko 

Sa      shi           su               se                so 

Ta           chi           tsu              te                 to 

Na           ni             nu              ne                no 

Ha            hi            fu                he               ho 
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SPANISH 

 

Make flash cards on the topic- ‘Parts of body’ in Spanish. 

(Size of the flash cards- 2.5*3.5 inches) 

(Reference: Chapter- 12 of the textbook). 

 

FRENCH 

Make a collage on A4 size sheet on the following topics given below in a 

creative manner:-  

 National symbols of France (Roll no. 1 to 5) 

 Famous French people  (Roll no. 6 to 10) 

 Famous French food (Roll no. 11 to 15) 

 Famous French museums (Roll no. 16 to 20) 

 Important French events (Roll no. 21 to 25) 

 Famous French monuments (Roll no. 26 onwards) 

 

GERMAN 

 

 Make a picture dictionary of German words using all the alphabets.  
 
 
 

 

 


